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"HOME WINTERIZATION FOR POOR ELDERLY"

-A MODEL OF VALUE CLARIFICATION IN THE ENERGY CRISISClayton L. Smith
United Ministries in Higher Education
University of Missouri-Rolla
Abstract
The main intention of this paper will be to demonstrate a practical and proven
model for helping those who suffer because of the energy crisis now. It will
illustrate with the aid of audio—visuals what is being done for the poor elderly
in this area to help them practice energy conservation. Last year, for example,
nearly three hundred U.M.R. students directed by a V.I.S.T.A. worker (Volunteers
in Service To America) winterized nearly fifty homes. Engineering students were
able to demonstrate their skills and at the same experience an intergenerational
ministry.
The poor elderly are those persons in our society today that suffer the most
from the high cost of energy. Their housing and health needs are critical.
Case illustrations will be made to clarify the human values involved as well as
to suggest organizational methods to meet their needs.
From this session one will also see the volunteer model used at U.M.R. as a
viable approach for other communities where student volunteers are available.
1. THE NEED

on the quality of life.

Home fuel and utility prices have nearly doubled

The following scenario may illustrate the need for

in a time period of only three years.

home winterization for poor elderly:

The price

In the 1970

of oil on the world market has quadrupled since

census of Phelps County there were 4,206 low-

October, 1973.

income elderly.

Suggestions of increased taxation

Of this number 80 per cent indi

along with the anticipated general inflationary

cated the need for housing repair and a lack of

trend, are producing an unquestionable need for

income to cover the needed repairs. The average

conserving home energy.

This need ranges from

age of the homes in Phelps County was forty years.

practical and economically sound to the desperatly

Most of these low income elderly had been rural

imperative.

farmers and in many cases had limited Social

The home consumes from 14 to 20 per

cent of the energy nationally utilized.

Security or State old-age assistance.

The practical reasons for conserving energy are

With the financial paradox, "You have to spend

health, personal comfort, economic necessity, and

money to save money," coupled with the easily

for some, family survival.

forgotten desire to conserve nonrenewable resources

The main concern of

this paper will be directed toward the last reason.

for the future, the goal becomes, "How to save the

That is, there are many persons who are presently

most while spending the least." Poor elderly are

suffering because of the energy crisis which has

caught in this paradox.

added to their economic struggle for survival.

In

Many can not afford to

save. They can only suffer.

particular, poor elderly are presently a most

They have three

problems that are acute when it comes to home

tragic example of the impact of the energy crisis

energy conservation.
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First, there is a reduction

of income due to retirement.

Secondly, the cost

U.M.R. begins the second year of our student

of home repairs and materials has risen dramati

volunteer home winterization program for the elder

cally.

ly of Phelps County.

And thirdly, the aging process lessens the

This model program has be

ability to do home repairs and winterization by

come an effective way to conserve energy and at

the do-it-yourself method.

the same time, alleviate the acute housing problems
of the elderly.

As a consequence, poor elderly often feel helpless.
Their homes become run down, the neighborhood

Perhaps, this unique service of

engineering ministry can suggest a larger plan for
developing volunteers in energy conservation.

deterioates, many have to give up their life-long
homes.

This program has been made possible because of an

And when this happens the next step is

ecumenical commitment of the local U.M.H.E. Board

either becoming institutionalized or death.
Others lose their sense of pride an dignity.

In

in cooperation with the Phelps County Health

the long run the tax base decreases, resulting

Department and the local Action Council.

in less services for the elderly.

leadership has come from the Volunteers in Service
to America Workers.

Phelps County is not unique in terms of the large
percentage of low income elderly.

Special

It might be helpful to look

at this model program and its history.

Missouri, like

most other states in the Midwest, has a growing

Two years ago I was helping students cut and de

number of elderly, most of whom are not prepared

liver free firewood to the poor and elderly of

to meet the high cost of living today especially

the Rolla area.

in the face of the energy crisis.

it became apparent that these homes were inade

After making several deliveries,

quately insulated against the weather.
Of course, most of us are not prepared to cope
with the energy crisis.

Chancellor Raymond Bis-

plinghoff has made some important predictions that
need to be emphasized when speaking about the ener*
gy crisis.

He said, "Many people take for granted

that the present energy crisis will eventually be
taken care of.

The feeling is that if we have the

technology to put a man on the moon, we can surely
keep our lights burning." He goes on to say,
"Things are going to get worse before they get
better."*

The Chancellor predicts that the United

States is entering into a period of declining
standard of living.

one home which had only cardboard windows where
the glass had been broken out.

The owner of the

home was an elderly widow who lived alone with
no one to help her maintain her home. From this
experience came the desire to develop some plan
to help.

When Father Don Lammers and I learned

that United Ministries in Higher Education could
make application for a V.I.S.T.A. worker we felt
our prayers of concern had been answered.

The

V.I.S.T.A. worker could add a new dimension to
our already on-going student volunteer project
ministry.

For most of us the energy crisis will change, or
should I say is changing, our standard of living.

In July of 1975, Paul Kelley arrived as the first
V.I.S.T.A. worker who would concentrate his efforts

But for our poor elderly neighbors the energy and

toward improving the housing conditions of the

associated economic crisis may change their chance

elderly through winterization and energy conserva

of survival.

tion efforts.

He was under the supervision of

the two U.M.H.E. chaplains.

2. THE PLAN

A six-step plan was

developed.

Student volunteer service projects to the poor

(1) The Identification phase— The V.I.S.T.A.

elderly have become a model for value clarifiestion which has had some proven success.

The need

for a home winterization program was obvious at

worker would locate homes to be winter-

This

fall United Ministries in Higher Education at
* Remarks made to the Society of Minin I Engineers at U.M.R., September 23,1975.
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ized.

their service during the first year.

(2) The Inspection phase— The V.I.S.T.A.

The goal for this year's home winterization and

worker and the student coordinator would

safety program is one hundred and fifty homes.

inspect the homes to determine what

With the success of the past year and the present

repairs and improvements were necessary.

need of the Phelps County area, this goal seems

(3) The Analysis phase— The home owner, the

■reachable.

V.I.S.T.A. worker, and the student coor

Mr. Lyle Jackson, the new V.I.S.T.A.

worker is providing his expertise and experience

dinator would determine the priority of

to this year's effort for the elderly.

the improvements and the costs and labor
necessary.

3. ANOTHER MODEL OF HOME ENERGY CONSERVATION

Funding to help poor elderly

was made available through the Central

There are many national programs being developed

Missouri Area Association for Aging and

for home energy conservation.

United Ministries in Higher Education.

particular interest to this discussion is at the

(4) The Report phase--The V.I.S.T.A. worker

Center of Enviromental Studies at Princeton

would prepare a written report of the
home inspected.

One which has

University.

This report would go

It recently released a report of

their scientific findings in a popular national

to the homeowner, the campus chaplains,

magazine.

and a student volunteer group that

household energy use.

agreed to do the project.

psychologists, as well as engineers, statisticians,

(5) The Project phase— The student project

They conducted a four year study of

and mathematicians.

would be done under the direction of the

It was done by a team of
It was funded by the Federal

Energy Research and Development Administration.

V.I.S.T.A. worker who would make sure

During this study they interviewed residents of

that the materials were available.

Twin Rivers, which is a bedroom community that has

Each

student organization was organized by

uniform housing construction and design.

one or several student project directors.

were monitored by thermometers, infra-red scanners,

(6) The Evaluation phase— A written report
was completed and filed.

and other sensors.

This report

Homes

Their conclusions about energy

was reproduced as a matter of record.

waste are as follows:
(1) Only slightly more than half the heat

During the first year of this effort forty-six

generated in the gas burners actually

homes were winterized.

reach the rooms on the first floor be

Twenty-nine received

permanent storm windows.

cause of design deficiencies in the

Ten homes received

temporary plastic storm windows.

heating system.

Fourteen re

ceived ceiling insulation and two others also
received wall insulation.

Drafts further reduced

the heat in upstairs rooms by one-third.
(2) Half the thermostats in the houses

Other home improve

examined were inaccurate by a degee or

ments included electrical wiring, caulking for
heat loss, scrapping, painting, and putting

more, an amount that can mean a differ

windows, weather stripping doors, roof repairs,

ence of from 4 to 5 percent in a winter
heating bill.

and other minor home repairs.

(3) Storm windows insulate much better than
All this was accomplished by the engineering

sealed, double-paned windows because

skills and concern of students at U.M.R. and

they provide an extra air seal that helps

several other community service organizations.

reduce heat loss.

More than three hundred U.M.R. students gave

(4) Pilot lights consume a staggering 42

300

percent of the total gas used in gas

gious values of faith and works.

stoves and 9 percent of half that used

The involvement of these student volunteers to

in gas furnaces.

help in the home winterization of poor elderly

(5) Using fossil fuels to generate electri

has produced several other benefits or values

city is an extremely inefficient pro

that need to be further clarified.

cess.
This program has provided an experiential learning
This study had some practical results that are
also interesting to this discussion.

project for students who can put their special

They hired

engineering abilities and knowledge to work.

contractors to recaulk windows, seal doors,

Secondly, there is a valuable intergenerational

stuff insulation into all uninsulated openings

exchange between the students and the senior home

throughout the houses and covered water heaters,

owners.

furnaces, and ducts with two-inch thick insula

Thirdly, the elderly are able to remain

in their own homes and keep their pride and self

tion. The cost was about $400 per home, and it

dignity.

should pay for itself in three years.*

consumption by the proper insulation of older homes.
This supports the national policy of conservation.

4. THE BENEFITS

And finally, students are able to see the real

The home energy conservation project for poor

benefits of social concern and ministry of service

elderly has benefits that can also be measured.

in practical ways.

In one case records of the particular heating

5. VALUE CLARIFICATION

bills were compared as to the gas consumption
before and after the installation of storm win
dows.

The above mentioned benefits have significance

In this case, Mrs. M. saved nearly 200

gallons of fuel.

Fourth, there is a reduction of fuel

as they relate to the home winterization projects

There are even more significant

but the lasting benefits need further clarifica

benefits for the student volunteers that are not

tion.

as easily measured.

as adding a moral dimension to their experience

United Ministries in Higher Education has a ten

in higher education.

year history of student engineering service pro

experience the values of conservation, steward

jects. The importance of the student volunteerism

ship, and commitment?

has become more evident recently as recognition

Alan Pifer, President of the Carnegie Corporation

has come from local, state, and national bodies.

of New York, made the following remarks in a

Most recently, the National Center of Voluntary

commencement address at the University of Notre

Action has awarded two Citations of 86 given
nationally to the Gamma Alpha Delta service

Dame:
"Are colleges worthy of the young? To be so,

fraternity and the Wesley Foundation.

he says, they must deal with students' instinctive

But these

This experience for students can be seen
What better way can students

awards are only indicative of several important

sense of moral awareness.... Many of the young

values inherent in this student engineering

people of the past decade and today are considered

project ministry.

to have a profound sense of moral awareness, to

For example, the Gamma Alpha Delta service

be a truly moral generation.

fraternity is based on the three values of know

injustices, the hypocrisy, the baseness they

ledge, service, and love.

have observed in the adult world, they have

The Newman Center and

Outraged at the

the Wesley Foundation see their volunteer service

expressed their moral concern by rejecting

to those of special need as based on basic reli-

the materialistic values and conventions of older

* Newsweek, October 11, 1976, page 54

30)

generations and by seeking personal redemption
in protest movements, new life styles, and ser
vice to the community."*
Pifer goes on to say that this generation is not
unique in moral awareness.

But he hopes that

this generation will be different in that higher
education will provide the opportunity for stu
dents to receive moral content and meaning.
The role of higher education in meeting the need
for moral awareness seems vital in the face of
the energy crisis.

This model of student

volunteerism displays some of the values necessary
in facing a future where less will be best and
a future already being called an age of scarcity.
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